STATE BARBERING COMPETITION

SCHEDULE:
8:30                                       Judge Orientation
9:00                                       Registration
9:30-10:00                            Contest Orientation
10:00- 10:15                        Technical Overview/Student study Technical
10:15-11:00                            Men’s cut design
1. Perform haircut on the manikin provided according to the overview – 45 minutes.

11:05-11:50                           Men’s Flat Top
1. Execute Men’s Flat top duplicating technical image provided – 45 minutes.
2. Contestant may apply styling aid to help fine tune the flat top – refer to competencies 3.4

11:55-12:55                           Men’s Creative Freestyle Design
1. Perform Men’s cut and beard design – 60 minutes.
2. Must include cut and beard color on hard copy to chairman and second copy should be with contestant – refer to competencies 4.1
3. Beard color must only be a temporary color and can NOT be pre-lightened (Ex: chalk, spray, pencils, or hair paint) – refer to competencies 4.3

11:55-12:55                            Oral Presentation of Creative Design
1. Conduct 3-5-minute speech on their design to judges – This is included in the 60 minutes provided for the creative freestyle design.

1:00-1:10
Contestant will clean up stations, pack up supplies and check out with contest coordinator

1:30-2:30                     FINAL JUDGING